
SERIES SMB “SPIN-AWAY” MAILBOX POST

THE “SPIN-AWAY”
 POST ADVANTAGES

 
DURABLE

The SMB “spin-away” mailbox post is fabricated out of 
extruded aluminum.  The powder coated surface provides 

a hard thick finish far more durable than conventional paint 
or stain coatings.  The “spin-away’ design feature allows for 
the post and mailbox to absorb the force of plowed snow 
and other weather elements without bending, breaking or 

disfiguring the mailbox or post.  The durable metal  
mounting brackets guarantee that the mailbox will remain 

securely fastened to the post.  The combination of these 
mounting brackets and the “spin- away” feature protects 

your mailbox and post from damage.   

SIMPLE TO INSTALL

Our “spin-away” post requires no special tools for 
 installation. There are two post mounting options, either 
a simple poured concrete footing or a pound-in mounting 

pivot. The mailbox post attaches to the permanent  
mounting pivot with two set screws. 

MAINTENANCE FREE

The powder coated mailbox post does not require painting.  
In the unlikely event of small paint chipping, the aluminum 

post will not rust.

GREEN

Unlike vinyl, plastic and composite post systems, the SMB 
“spin-away” mailbox post contains no petroleum byproducts.  
The SMB “spin-away” post is manufactured from recyclable 

aluminum.  Wood is not used.  The powder coated finish 
uses a coating process that allows recycling of any overspray, 

eliminating hazardous waste found in other conventional 
coating processes.

VALUE

Save time and money by installing  the SMB “spin-away” 
mailbox post – a post that  won’t need to be replaced. Do 
away with the unsightly “snow shield” and show off your 

mailbox on our stylish and durable mailbox post.
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Model AA BB Weight

SMB54-XXX 40 in 54 in 11 lbs

SMB60-XXX 46 in 60 in 12.4 lbs

Accessories

SMM-02:  Double Box Mounting Kit - Allows 

 for two standard mail boxes to be    

 mounted on one SMB54 or SMB60 post

SMCPV-01:  Cement Footing Pivot - Post pivot used   

 with concrete footing

SMDPV-01:  Drive-in Pivot - Post pivot used  

 without concrete footing

SERIES SMB “SPIN-AWAY” MAILBOX POST

“XXX” SPECIFIES POST COLOR

 BLK = Black
 WHT = White
 BRZ = Bronzer Beige


